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Roadmap
•Differences between visual vs. auditory word recognition

•Auditory word recognition in Semitic
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Visual vs. auditory word recognition
•Some aspects of auditory word recognition are similar to visual word 
recognition.
• E.g., in general, both modalities show evidence of word frequency such that 

all else being equal, more frequent words are recognized more quickly 
regardless of whether they are presented visually or auditorily.

• However, work in the auditory modality exposes nuanced effects that 
challenge this overall notion.
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Diversion: history of word frequency in auditory word recognition

•Correlation between frequency of occurrence and the signal-to-noise ratio necessary for 
recognition of that word (Howes 1957).

•Common words perceived correctly at lower signal-to-noise ratios than uncommon words 
(proposed to be due to response bias; Savin 1963).

•Faster naming times for objects if they are higher frequency (Oldfield and Wingfield 1965).

•For monosyllabic words, initial phonemes were more quickly detected in higher-frequency 
words than lower-frequency words, but not for disyllabic words (Dupoux and Mehler 1990).

•Word frequency affects recognition in gating task (Tyler 1984).
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Diversion: history of word frequency in auditory word recognition

•When matched for uniqueness point (UP), higher-frequency words are responded to faster in 
lexical decision (Taft and Hambly 1986, and lots of others).

•Shadowing task: no frequency effect (Connine, Mullenix, Shernoff, and Yelen 1990); attributed  
to the possibility that the task (word repetition) doesn’t require lexical access.

•In a phoneme categorization task (Connine, Titone, & Wang, 1993), ambiguous tokens of words 
where voicing was manipulated along a VOT continuum were more often labeled as the high-
(not the low-) frequency possibility (e.g., best/pest, where best is higher frequency than pest).

•Auditory moving window (a type of self-paced listening): Ferreira, Henderson, Anes, Weeks, and 
McFarlane (1996) showed that high-frequency words in spoken sentences required less time to 
be processed than low-frequency words.
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Diversion: history of word frequency in auditory word recognition

•Confounding factors:

•Age of acquisition (AoA): the earlier you learn a word, the faster you recognize it (Turner, 
Valentine, and Ellis 1998).

•Subjective familiarity: the more familiar you are with a word, the faster you recognize it 
(Gernsbacher 1984, Connine et al. 1990).

•Contextual diversity: the more “documents” a word appears in in a corpus, the faster you are to 
recognize it, independent of word frequency (Geary 2017).
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Visual vs. auditory word recognition
•Many aspects of auditory word recognition are unique to the auditory modality and I’ll go over 
some of those here before we look at auditory processing and Semitic morphology.
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Visual vs. auditory word recognition
•Factor 0: working with the auditory modality is harder.

•Remember the Cutler quote from Day 1…now imagine what is involved in creating stimuli for an 
auditory experiment…

• Select stimuli.

• Find native speaker + the right equipment.

• Record stimuli.

• Process recordings.

• Run scripts to create sound files for each trial.

• Learn how to measure RT.

• Run experiment.

• Analyze data.

•This cannot be done in a single afternoon by a single researcher 
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Auditory word recognition
•Factor 1: phonological similarity

•In visual word recognition, denser phonological neighborhoods are associated with faster word 
recognition (Andrews 1997).

•However, in auditory word recognition, denser phonological neighborhoods are associated with 
slower word recognition.

•In fact, this finding is the basic building block for the Neighborhood Activation Model of auditory 
word recognition (Luce and Pisoni 1998), based on their prediction that the number of words 
that must be discriminated among in memory will affect the accuracy and time-course of word 
recognition.
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Auditory word recognition
•Factor 2: the timecourse of the acoustic signal in auditory word recognition

•Unlike perceiving visually presented words, perceiving auditorily presented words inherently 
involves a temporal dimension, since the acoustic signal unfolds over time.

•As discussed earlier, an auditorily-presented word could potentially be recognized before its final 
segment is perceived, if its lexical uniqueness point occurs prior to its final segment.

•In fact, this finding is the basic building block for the Cohort models of Marslen-Wilson (1987 et 
seq.), in which word recognition crucially depends upon the point in time at which a stimulus 
becomes lexically distinguished from all members of its word-onset cohort.
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Auditory word recognition
•Factor 3: measuring response time

•Related to the issue of the lexical uniqueness point is the issue of when in time it is possible to 
measure an auditorily-presented word’s recognition. 

•In auditory word recognition, RT can be significantly correlated with various fixed effects.

•For instance, target duration (i.e., how many milliseconds long is the target) is highly positively 
correlated with RT, such that longer targets predict longer RTs.

•This makes auditory word recognition much more complicated than visual word recognition, and 
a number of aspects must be taken into account to ensure reliable RT measurements when 
studying auditory word recognition.
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Measuring response time
•Ways to cope/best practices: measure multiple RTs – in an ideal world:

• Raw RT (how long from start of trial until the subject responds)

• Onset RT (how long from onset of target within trial until the subject responds)

• Uniqueness point RT and variations (how long from uniqueness point of target until the 
subject responds)

• Offset RT (how long from offset of target within trial until the subject responds)
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Measuring response time
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s    p   i n d l e                s     p i n a ch

Prime: spindle
Target: spinach 



Measuring response time
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s    p   i n d l e       s     p i n a ch

Raw RT: start measuring from here
Onset RT: start measuring from here
UP RT: start measuring from here
Offset RT: start measuring from here

Subject responds at this point in time



Measuring response time
•How to calculate each measure?
•Need to measure multiple things:

• Total stimulus duration
• Timestamp of target onset
• Timestamp of target uniqueness point (UP)
• Timestamp of target offset
• Subject response time (RT)
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Measuring response time
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|---------------------------------------> time

Prime Target



Measuring response time
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|---------------------------------------> time

Prime Target

Total stimulus duration



Measuring response time
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|---------------------------------------> time

Prime Target
Clock starts here Subject responds here



Measuring response time
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|---------------------------------------> time

Prime Target
Clock starts here Subject responds here

Raw RT



Measuring response time
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|---------------------------------------> time

Prime Target
Clock starts here Subject responds here

Target onset

Onset RT



Measuring response time
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|---------------------------------------> time

Prime Target
Clock starts here Subject responds here

Target UP

UP RT



Measuring response time
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|---------------------------------------> time

Prime Target
Clock starts here Subject responds here

Target offset

Offset RT



Measuring response time
•Total stimulus duration = duration from onset of prime to offset of target

•Raw RT = duration between stimulus onset and subject response

•Target onset RT = raw RT – target onset timestamp

•Target UP RT = raw RT – target UP timestamp

•Target offset RT = raw RT – target offset timestamp
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Measuring response time
•The following need to be included as attributes for each item/trial in an auditory lexical decision 
experiment:

•Total stimulus duration in ms

•Target onset timestamp in ms (ms from stimulus onset until target onset)

•Target UP timestamp in ms (ms from stimulus onset until target UP)

•Target offset timestamp in ms (ms from stimulus onset until target offset)

•Failure to measure these and include them in your stimulus input file before running your 
experiment can result in costly and time-consuming troubleshooting (I speak from sad 
experience).

•Luckily, most of these measurements can be at least somewhat automated through the use of 
Praat scripts.
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Back to morphology: Emmorey (1989)
•Morphology does not always involve the confluence of phonology 
(form) and semantics (meaning).

•Bound roots in English illustrate lack of semantic transparency:
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Detour: Emmorey (1989)
•Emmorey (1989): morphology in the absence of a semantic 
relationship nonetheless facilitates recognition of English words built 
from bound roots (e.g., ceive in receive, deceive, conceive, etc.).

•In a lexical decision task using auditory primes and targets, 
facilitation was found when prime-target pairs shared a bound root 
(receive primes deceive), compared with prime-target pairs sharing 
phonology only (balloon fails to prime saloon).

•Emmorey’s results support a recognition pathway for morphology 
independent of both phonology and semantics.
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Processing of auditorily presented stimuli in Semitic

•Since Hebrew and Arabic are both written with consonant-heavy 
orthographies, speakers may be trained to attend more to 
consonants.

•As we saw already, most earlier work in Semitic used visual masked 
priming to study word recognition in Hebrew and Arabic, but our aim 
here is to avoid potential orthographic effects.

•Studying spoken word recognition reduces potential orthographic 
influence.
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Processing of auditorily presented stimuli in Semitic
•In our lab, we use two methods to test processing of auditory stimuli:

•Auditory priming (participants hear clearly presented prime and target)

•Auditory masked priming (prime is masked); analogous to visual masked priming
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Experiments 1-4: Hebrew auditory priming
•Auditory lexical decision task: subjects listen to pre-recorded pairs of 
primes and targets, and decide whether the target is a word of 
Hebrew by pressing a button.

•In these prime-target pairs, primes can be:
• identical to the target (hypothesis: facilitatory)

• morphologically related to the target (hypothesis: potentially 
facilitatory)

• or completely unrelated to the target (control condition)
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Experiments 1-4: Materials
•Primes and targets were evenly divided and matched between:

• Real words and nonwords (more on nonwords below).
• Each of five binyans (pa’al, pi’el, nif’al, hif’il, hitpa’el).

• Hebrew has only seven binyans; we excluded the two known from the 
literature to be morpho-syntactically different from the rest.

• The three priming conditions (counterbalanced, Latin square, repeated 
measures design).

• 20 real word-real word prime-target pairs per condition per subject.

•All real word prime and target items previously vetted by three native Hebrew 
speakers.
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Experiments 1-4: Materials
•Nonwords were created from nonce roots (e.g., bsg) inserted into existing 
binyans (e.g., biseg), vetted three times by a native speaker.

•Nonword-nonword prime-target pairs also occurred in the three priming 
conditions (identity, related, and unrelated priming). This will be important later.

•Fillers included real word-nonword and nonword-real word prime-target pairs.

•Prime-target pairs were matched using a Perl script.
• Automates prime-target pairing.

• Allows for specifications; e.g., in unrelated pairs, prime and target share no 
consonants in the same position.
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Experiments 1-4: Materials
•All items were recorded by a female native speaker of Hebrew.

•Recordings were made in a sound-attenuated booth at the University of Toronto.

•Each item was recorded three times; the best token was chosen by a trained phonetician, 
manually spliced and labeled using Praat, and extracted with a Praat script.

•Prime-target pairs were concatenated using a Praat script.

•In both experiments, primes and targets were separated by a 150 ms ISI (Marslen-Wilson and 
Zhou 1999).

•We measured reaction time (RT) from target onset and target offset. Results reported here 
reflect RT measured from target offset (no difference was found when we looked at target 
onset).
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Experiments 1-4: Procedure
•Each of the two experiment had 65 subjects; no subject participated in more than one 
experiment.

•Experiments conducted at the Verbal Processing Laboratory at the Hebrew University of 
Jerusalem, using desktop computers and DMDX to present stimuli and record responses.

•Subjects wore headphones to hear stimuli and performed a lexical decision on the target in each 
prime-target stimulus pair by pressing a button marked כן (ken=yes) or לא (lo=no)  on the 
keyboard.

•Subjects were instructed to respond as quickly and as accurately as possible to each target, with 
a time-out of 1500 ms.

•Dependent measures: Reaction time (RT) from target offset, and accuracy
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Experiment 1: non-masked root priming
Experiment 1 was designed to test whether prime-target pairs that 
share a consonantal root show priming effects. 

Identity Related Unrelated
Prime gadal gidel Ɂigef

‘to grow’ ‘to raise’ ‘to outflank’
Target gadal gadal gadal

‘to grow’ ‘to grow’ ‘to grow’
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Experiment 1: non-masked root priming
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Priming condition RT from target onset in ms

Identity * 846

Root-related * 906

Unrelated 1038

*

*



Experiment 1: non-masked root priming
•When prime-target pairs share a consonantal root, lexical access is facilitated.

•This result supports a model of spoken word recognition in which roots are morphologically 
decomposed.

•This result is consistent with results from Maltese spoken word recognition (cf. Ussishkin et al. 
2015).

•We also found something unexpected…
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Experiment 1: non-masked root priming
•Unexpected result for nonword targets: when nonword targets are primed by a different 
nonword sharing the same nonce root (e.g., basag-biseg), we find a facilitation effect as well!

Priming condition RT from target onset in ms

Identity * 872

Root-related * 985

Unrelated 1027

•Pardon the lack of a pretty graph here.

•OK, this is weird. Definitely was not found in the Frost et al. visual studies.

•Aggressive parsing?
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Experiment 2: non-masked binyan priming
Experiment 2 was designed to test whether prime-target pairs that share a binyan show priming 
effects. 

Identity Related Unrelated

Prime hitrakez hitpareʃ nivxar
‘to concentrate’  ‘to be interpreted‘to be chosen’

Target hitrakez hitrakez hitrakez
‘to concentrate’    ‘to concentrate’ ‘to concentrate’
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Experiment 2: non-masked binyan priming
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Priming condition RT from target onset in ms

Identity * 866

Binyan-related 1056

Unrelated 1057

*



Experiment 2: non-masked binyan priming
•We found a significant effect of priming condition, with only identity priming
faster than the control condition – no priming was found in the binyan-related 
condition.

•Interpretation: when prime-target pairs share a binyan, lexical access is not 
facilitated.

•In our items, we were careful to include equal numbers of each type of pairing 
among primes and targets across the five binyanim we tested.

•No pairing showed a priming effect.
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Discussion
•Experiment 1 shows that consonantal roots facilitate lexical retrieval, consistent 
with results from visual masked priming studies on Hebrew.

•Experiment 2 shows that binyans fail to facilitate lexical retrieval. 
• This result is inconsistent with results from visual masked priming studies on 

Hebrew, and highlights modality-specific differences.
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Discussion
•These results are in line with models that involve morphological 
decomposition…for roots only.

•Perhaps the lack of binyan priming effects is the result of an 
information-content differential between roots (relatively high 
information) vs. binyans (relatively low information).
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Experiments 3 and 4
•In Experiments 3 and 4, we used the same prime-target items as in Experiments 
1 and 2 to test for root and binyan priming, but here we used the auditory 
masked priming technique (Kouider and Dupoux 2005).
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Auditory Masked Priming
•In masked priming experiments, primes are not consciously perceived, following Kouider and 
Dupoux (2005); analagous to visual masked priming.

•Masked primes compressed to 35% of its original duration (P(itch) S(ynchronous) O(ver)L(ap) 
A(dd); pitch stays the same).

•The prime is masked (backward and forward); masks consist of compressed and reversed sound 
files.
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Experiment 3: masked root priming 
Experiment 1 was designed to test whether prime-target pairs that share a consonantal root 
show priming effects. 

Identity Related Unrelated

Prime gadal gidel Ɂigef

‘to grow’ ‘to raise’ ‘to outflank’

Target gadal gadal gadal

‘to grow’ ‘to grow’ ‘to grow’
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Experiment 3: masked root priming 
Priming condition RT from target onset in ms
Identity * 992
Root-related * 1006
Unrelated 1057
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Experiment 3: masked root priming 
•No “root” priming for nonword targets (whew!).
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Experiment 4: masked binyan priming
Experiment 4 was designed to test whether prime-target pairs that share a binyan show priming 
effects.

Identity Related Unrelated

Prime hitrakez hitpareʃ nivxar
‘to concentrate’  ‘to be interpreted’ ‘to be chosen’

Target hitrakez hitrakez hitrakez
‘to concentrate’    ‘to concentrate’ ‘to concentrate’
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Experiment 4: masked binyan priming
Priming condition RT from target onset in ms

Identity * 987

Binyan-related 1082

Unrelated 1068

49
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Moroccan morphological processing
•What about a Semitic language without a writing system?

• Spoken varieties of Arabic fall into this category, sort of.

• Kevin Schluter’s 2013 dissertation examined morphological processing in 
Moroccan Arabic, with 13 experiments.
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Logistics
•Six local consultants served as recruiters spreading word of mouth.

•Experiments were presented:

• with DMDX

• on laptop computers

• with headphones

• in various places in Morocco.

•Analyed with LME model (subjects and items as crossed random effects) with random slopes and 
intercepts.

•Brief sociolinguistic questionnaire and post-test of awareness.
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Experiment 1: morphology vs. phonology
•Priming experiments manipulate three (or more) relationships.

• Facilitation is expected when the prime and target words are similar (sharing representational elements)
• Multiple prime-target pairs (7-20+) occur in each condition
• Nonword filler can be analyzed for lexical effects

Condition Example Prime Target

Control mrəʒ

‘spoil (of fruits & vegetables)’ 

xtər

Identity xtər
‘become thick (e.g. of liquids)’ 

xtər

Morphology

(Root)

xəttər
‘make thick, thicken’ 

xtər

Phonology

(Different C2)

xmər
‘rise (of bread), ferment’ 

xtər
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Experiment 1: morphology vs. phonology
Non-masked primes

Cont ID Morph Phon

0
1

0
0

2
0

0
3

0
0

4
0

0
5
0

0
6

0
0

*

*

*

497 320 206 421
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Experiment 1: morphology vs. phonology
Auditory masked primes
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Cont ID Morph Phon

0
1

0
0

2
0

0
3

0
0

4
0

0
5
0

0
6

0
0

* *

507 452 432 505



Interim Summary
•Phonological facilitatory priming effects (different C2) found with regular 
auditory technique.

•Phonological effects are much smaller than root effects.
•Phonological effects are not found with masked priming technique.
•Root effects and repetition effects aren’t distinguishable.

•Other morphological and phonological comparisons?
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Phonology vs. Morphology

(Schluter 2013, submitted)

•A root extraction theory (Frost, Forster and Deutsch 1997) does not predict this failure of priming 
between forms.
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Prime Target Manipulation Facilitation?

ktəb

kəttəb

Form I

Form II

kəttəb

ktəb

Form II

Form I

Form I/II

Strong

Yes

Yes

ṭal

ṭəwwəl

Form I

Form II

ṭəwwəl

ṭal

Form II

Form I

Form I/II

Hollow

Yes

Yes

*həttər *Form II htər Form I Nonce Yes

katəb

katəb

Form III

Form III

kəttəb

ktəb

Form II

Form I

Form III Yes

No



Phonology vs. Morphology
•At the earliest stages of lexical access, phonology alone does not predict priming effects 
(mostly).

(Schluter 2013)

•(Coarse) phonological similarity is distinct from morphological similarity.
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Prime Target Manipulation Facilitation?

bna √bny ban √byn Hollow/Lame No

sebb √sb sab √syb Geminate/Hollow No

dərrəb √drb dab √dwb Strong/Hollow No

bəsməl √bsml(?) bəssəm √bsm Quad/Strong Yes



Discussion
•Auditorily, the root relationship appears to provide robust priming, except for less productive 
forms
• katəb ~ ktəb

•Auditory masked priming appears insensitive to phonological relationships, except fine grained 
comparisons:
• bəsməl ~ bəssəm
• *həttər ~ htər

•But what kind of roots do we have?
•See Schluter’s dissertation for further exploration examining priming effects for semantic 
overlap and also for different root shapes.
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Productivity
•Does the influence of morphological structure depend on productivity? That is, some affixes are 
more productive (e.g., English –ness) than others (e.g., English –ity)?

•A number of researchers have examined the possible – different – effects of base/root 
frequency vs. word frequency. 

•Over-simplified, the upshot is that response times to multimorphemic (base+affix) in a lexical 
decision task are better predicted by base frequency relative to word frequency if the affix is 
productive.

•In her dissertation, Wray (2016) investigated whether this applies in a Semitic language, which is 
again of special interest given the fact that roots in Semitic are always bound morphemes.
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Productivity
•Wray ran several auditory lexical decision experiments on Jordanian Arabic.
•Fixed effects: root frequency (how often does a given root occur in the language?) and word 
frequency (how often does a given word occur in the language?) – to do this she had to build a 
corpus of Jordanian Arabic from scratch.

•She also compared verbs drawn from a productive verbal category (or binyan) vs. verbs drawn 
from an unproductive verbal category (binyan).

•Results: 
• for the productive binyanim, root frequency and word frequency contribute significantly to 

the model: higher root frequency  faster RT; higher word frequency  faster RT.
• For the unproductive binyanim, only word frequency contributes significantly to the model.

•So, productivity matters even in a root-and-pattern language.
•Cf. Wray and Ussishkin (in progress) for a replication in Maltese – if you’re coming to the LSA 
summer institute in Kentucky next month, we’ll be organizing a workshop on morphological 
typology and cognition (https://u.osu.edu/mtlc2017/) and will present our results there.
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Conclusion for now
•Morphology matters.

•Morphological effects seem to be independent of phonological and semantic effects, but are 
nonetheless related to them.

•This issue is complicated, thorny, and most important, unsolved. It remains an open and fruitful 
area for research (IMHO).
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Tomorrow…
•Finally, Maltese!
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